INTERIOR || Outputs.

SELECTED || Works.

PRELUDE
“I am rather suspicious of this imperative of
creativity: I think first of all you need a fundation
of exactness, technique, concreteness, a sense
of reality. Only a certain prosaic solidity can give
birth to creativity: Fantasy is like jam; you have to
spread it on a solid slice of bread. If not, it remains
a shapeless thing...out of which you can’t make
anything.” [...]
1979, Italo Calvino.
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INDEX || Built Projects.
CHACUN SON CINÉMA - Metropolitan Suites
AMICI MIEI - DO’ VIZI Bistrot
STAND BY ME - Apartment in 2 Rooms
DORIAN GRAY - SUBLIME Shop Invention
MEDITERRANEO - By the sea house
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CHACUN SON CINÉMA
12 SUITES 12 MOVIE 12 DIRECTOR
[…] “Perhaps the only difference between me and other people is that I’ve always demanded
more from the sunset. More spectacular colors when the sun hit the horizon. That’s perhaps
my only sin.”[…]
“The Metropolitan” is a 5-floor building in the heart of Ancona’s centre. Its urbanistic affair
is quite troubled and was worn to shreds in the years with a never-ending dispute between
the municipality and private owners. The Metropolitan was a prestigious movie theatre
and lived its roaring years until the early 90ties when the cinema closed down. This sad
fact was the beginning of a comedy-drama that involved a series of ownership in a weird
ballet of permission and property passage. After twenty years of immobility, the sides
found agreement and, the five floors new ownership with an accurate scheme: first-floor
commercial, second and third-floor office, fourth-floor hospitality, fifth-floor residential.
Our client entrusted us with the design of the 4th floor. The project provided for 12 suite,
different in dimension and so also in class (luxury, deluxe and supreme) with kitchen, living
room and at least two sleeping places an additional bed. All the suites were supposed
to have a common thread. We decided to be inspired by the “Genius loci” of the site. So
we designed the space of 12 suites with custom furniture, one different from the others
and dedicated to 12 movies and 12 directors. Colours, wallpapers and any single detail of
the room are selected tacking in mind the style of a precise film or a particular director.
The restyling of the hallway and the entrance is a real “homage” to ex Metropolitan cinéma.

DATE: 2019
LOCATION: ANCONA (AN), IT
CLIENT: PRIVATE
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Metropolitan Hallway

Suite 110 - “Tarantino”

Suite 109 - “Nolan”

Suite 101 - “Hitchcock”
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Suite 103 - “Kubrick”

Suites 111 - “Lynch”

Bedroom details

Bed details
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AMICI MIEI
ORGANIC SURFACE AND RECYCLED MATERIALS FOR A NEW BISTROT
“People who love to eat are always the best people. To eat is a necessity, but to eat intelligently
is an art. We all eat, an it would be a sad waste of opportunity to eat badly. If you really want
to make a friend, go to someone’s house and eat with him...the people who give you their food
give you their heart.”
“Do’ Vizi Bistrot” tells the story of two guys, their dreams and speaks about travel
between traditional taverns, typical products and about several nights at the open sky.
The story starts with the discovery of space dug in the rocks inside a
historical building overlooking the ancient fisherman’s road of Ancona.
Nowadays this street is the scenario of the daily pilgrimage of tourists,
families, businessmen and “felons”, all of them to get to the Balcanic lands.
The chronicle articulated by discoveries of objects that emerge since the first demolition: an
ancient cavern, a cast-iron pipe of an abandoned fishing vessel, steel and wood of all sorts.
So the regeneration of the discovered objects becomes an inevitable assignment.
We designed any components as a plug between past and present, and we gave them a new
function.

DATE: 2018
LOCATION: ANCONA (AN), IT
CLIENT: DO’ VIZI BISTROT
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Details
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Furniture details
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STAND BY ME
A LITTLE APARTMENT BORN FROM AN EX SHOEMAKER LAB
“[...] It’s about cultures; they widen the dimensions of the present, they vanquish the walls of
the narrow perception. They make you look forward to experiencing a new life that is full of
unusual things.”
“Stand by me” is a conversion of a small shoemaker lab into a summer vacation apartment.
“[...]This was a shoemaker’s lab once! Did you know?”. He had to be in his fifties, big
hands and a lively gaze typical of someone who knows his trade. “I poured this floor
myself, but now, to renew the place, it needs to be smoother and brighter, do what
you can. Then, I want a grand entrance that covers that kettle there and a floating
table. Hey guys, I like wine! Keep it in mind. I come here on vacation from now on!”...
The rest of the story is a flat playing on a few elements defining this nice loft. An entrance/
pantry that hides utilities and accessories, completed with a Corian table to call up the
kitchen top. To the warm colour of the rosewood, respond the thin black sections of the
ceiling lamp and wall furniture that enhance the tones of the micro cement floor.

DATE: 2017
LOCATION: CIVITANOVA M. (MC), IT
CLIENT: PRIVATE
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Lamp details
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Furniture details
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DORIAN GRAY
IRON AND PAPER INVENTIONS FOR A CLOTHING STORE
“What of Art? It is a malady. Love? An Illusion.Religion? The fashionable substitute for Belief
You are a sceptic? Never! Scepticism is the beginning of Faith. What are you? To define is to
limit.”
“Sublime” is a project that stems from the collaboration between Est platform and Nerd
Srl an experienced firm in sustainable materials and technologies for furniture production.
The men’s wear store has two areas: the first one is dedicated to the exposition of clothes while
the second, smaller, is a marvellous room for men’s accessories. The first space is defined
by a lattice of rails that restored the old soul of the slaughterhouse in a renovated way the
second is characterized by a handmade wall-paper composed by a collage of portions that
belong to a more than fifteen famous paintings (from Botticelli till Brueghel). The cardboard
furniture of the shop includes a cash desk, a radial counter, a drop ceiling/chandelier
(tailored for the accessories’ room) and a cardboard wall. The furniture is assembled
without glue, so, in case of deterioration, you can change only the damaged elements.
Besides this system, allows a fast updating of the objects in terms of colours shapes etc.

DATE: 2017
LOCATION: MONTE SAN GIUSTO (MC), IT
CLIENT: SUBLIME CLOTHING STORE
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Wallpaper details
EST PLATFORM

Furniture details
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MEDITERRANEO
PLAYING WITH NATURAL ELEMENTS AND HUMAN DESIRES
“Life isn’t enough...One life isn’t enough for me. There aren’t enough days...too many things to
do, too many ideas...Every sunset upsets me because another day has gone by. Then I’m moved
because I’m alone...a tiny dot in the universe. I’d like to watch sunsets with my mother...or with
a woman I might Iove. I’d like to spend the nightsalone... alone, or...maybe with a beautiful slut
which is better than alone...”
Wind and sea, colours and smells.
“Mediterraneo” is a project that develops these elements in the interior design of a rural stone
house. Laid down on a lush hill by the Adriatic sea this house is divided into six independent
apartments. The exterior of the house is entirely finished in local pink/white stone with a
traditional gable roof. Our concept for the interior is based on the integration of all “living
functions” in a unique open space. We looked for a material consistency in harmony with its
immediate context and we used traditional and natural surfaces, but the interior layout and
design atmosphere suits perfectly the contemporary lifestyle of its owner. From the blue
tiles of the kitchen to the wood details of the fireplace area, any elements is studied to evoke
a seaside feeling. In the master room, a spectacular window frames the panoramic view to
the sea like it’s a painting.

DATE: 2017
LOCATION: ANCONA (AN), IT
CLIENT: PRIVATE
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Living room details
EST PLATFORM

Kitchen details
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INDEX ||Ongoing Projects.
IL TORMENTO E L’ESTASI - Renaissance tale
STANNO TUTTI BENE - Big Family big house
LEZIONI DI PIANO - Journey to desires centre
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IL TORMENTO E L’ESTASI
RENAISSANCE TALE
[…] “We are giving the world back to man, and man back to himself. Man shall no longer be vile,
but noble. We shall not destroy his mind in return for an immortal soul. Without a free, vigorous
and creative mind, man is but an animal, and he will die like an animal, without any shred of a
soul. We return to man his arts, his literature, his sciences, his independence to think and feel
as an individual, not to be bound to dogma like a slave, to rot in his chains.” […]
Castelfidardo, 3-floors build directly above the historic city walls, and one dug into the
ancient walls fortress. On the top and out a 360° panoramic view of Conero seaside, down
a classical sight of a middle-age hamlet: obtuse angles, small windows, steep stairs, solid
doors, and crooked walls. Our goal consisted of re-organizing and refitting the functionality
of the whole building. First, we re-designed the entrance with Calacatta Gold marble, and we
enlarged the basement services. Then, we switched the fragmented first-floor into a large
open space decorated by a natural ash boiserie, inserts in marble and brass. We recovered
the fresco ceiling, and we added something new the complete the lost composition. The
third-floor is for night time. Two bedrooms decorated with silk walls and painted ash boiserie
to create a real renaissance atmosphere. For the bathroom, we used a free-standing sink to
optimize the small space, and we designed a shower that works as a bathtub. We covered
the vertical surfaces of the bathroom with 20mm thick marble. On top of the house, we
designed a wood roof completed by a jacuzzi area defined by a Jardin d’Hiver. We conceived
this project to satisfy the will of beauty expressed by the clients who are passionate about
renaissance history and fine arts.
DATE: IN PROGRESS
LOCATION: CASTELFIDARDO (AN), IT
CLIENT: PRIVATE
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First floor open space kitchen and living room, second floor bedrooms and bathroom
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STANNO TUTTI BENE
DISSERTATION ABOUT A BIG FAMILY HOUSE
“We believe that we can change the things around us in accordance with our desires, we believe
it because otherwise we can see no favourable outcome. We do not think of the outcome
which generally comes to pass and is also favourable: we do not succeed in changing things
in accordance with our desires, but gradually our desires change. The situation that we hoped
to change because it was intolerable becomes unimportant to us. We have failed to surmount
the obstacle, as we were absolutely determined to do, but life has taken us round it, led us
beyond it, and then if we turn round to gaze into the distance of the past, we can barely see it,
so imperceptible has it become.”
“Stanno tutti bene” is a project focused on reorganizing the interior of an aged farmhouse
and its new little addition. After a couple of week in searching for a solution, finally, we
found a way to sort out the original fragmented space into a very lighted open space.
We added a small volume in front of the house as a tres d’union among the living area,
kitchen spaces and night area. This trick fixed all the past accessibility issues and got
spaces fluid. Then we faced the subdivision of remaining part ad we created a playroom,
three bathrooms and five bedrooms. To achieve the goals, we designed custom furniture
that allowed us to optimize space and create volume where there was none before.
We used a classical approach in terms of colours and materials that we balanced with a
modern impact in terms of planimetry and usability of the house spaces.

DATE: IN PROGRESS
LOCATION: ANCONA (AN), IT
CLIENT: PRIVATE
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Open space living room and kitchen
EST PLATFORM

Single bedrooms and playroom
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LEZIONI DI PIANO
JOURNEY TO DESIRES CENTRE
“The great question that has never been answered, and which I have not yet been able to answer, despite my thirty years of research into the feminine soul, is: What does a woman want?”
“Lezioni di piano” is about the renovation of 120 square meters apartment. We designed the
plan and a custom furniture.
“ [...] as you can see, we are full of books and, I was planning to buy a thousand new ones
and, for sure, I will want to see them all together. So my first question is where can we put all
these books because I also need a space for my old piano for a comfortable couch and also
I’d like to have a big table for the dining room, two cute armchairs and, sure, a little space
for my husband that often is at home in a smart working mood. Maybe at the entrance....
Yes I know, as always, I bit off more than I can chew, but I need to sort out my house. I desire
to have all these things in a well-illuminated space and also I want to have two bathrooms,
one for my husband with a large mosaic shower and, the other with a big bathtub. Besides,
I would two important bedrooms, one for me and my husband and one for the little one coming. For what concern the colours, I love soft tint but here and there I’d like to have some
splash of orange and red and maybe blue. I would love to have a warm parquet and a precious ceramic for the floor and...Hey!Hey!Are you listen to me?”
“Yes, yes! I’m sorry. Could you wait for me a moment, please? I finished my block notes. Do
you have any white paper to borrow me?”
To be continued...

DATE: IN PROGRESS
LOCATION: ANCONA (AN), IT
CLIENT: PRIVATE
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Kitchen, bedroom and entry library details
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INDEX || Broken Dreams.
APOCALYPSE NOW - Fiasco’s Mixtape
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APOCALYPSE NOW
MIXTAPE OF UNBUILT PROJECT
[…] “Well, you see Willard, in this war, things get confused out there: power, ideals, the old
morality, practical military necessity. But out there with these natives, it must be a temptation
to be god, because there’s a conflict in every human heart, between the rational and the
irrational, between good and evil, and good does not always triumph. Sometimes, the dark side
overcomes what Lincoln called the better angels of our nature. Every man has got a breaking
point. You and I have one. Walter Kurtz has reached him, and very obviously, he has gone
insane.” […]
APOCALYPSE NOW is a collection of broken dreams, disregarded expectations, and money
lost. We mean, every designer, architect, or engineer knows that at least 50% of his work will
go to hell.
The usual feelings about this fact are frustration, depression, or pure rage against the cruel
fate and the whole obtuse world. Instead, we’re going to get mellow and be zen.
So, here beside, we put just 2% of the interior design, accomplished from the beginning, as
a witness of our effort and passion.
We dedicate this page to ourselves to remind us that the main goal is always getting better
and better: an aborted project is due above all to us, no excuse!
The fact nevertheless remains that 90% of the clients are Neanderthals! ;)

DATE: 2014 - 2020
LOCATION: VARIOUS
CLIENT: VARIOUS

Broken dreams
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02| MANIFESTO

CREATIVE DESIGN
IS FRESH
CREATIVE THINGS
ARE SMART

EST platform is a multidisciplinary office, we do Architecture, Design, and we do Consult in case
anyone asks. We don’t make Traditional Things because, after all, having One Style, One Size and
only One Point of View is a super boring Lifestyle.
We’ve been designing architecture, interior, and furniture professionally for over 8 years, but we‘ve
also been working outside of our habits when something/one fascinated us. We never are afraid
to embrace our potential, and we never are afraid to transform ourselves into the best version we
can be.
Nature, biology, science, and technologies are our inspiration.
With passion, love, curiosity, and resilience, commitment blended with the ability to think big and
dream even bigger, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.

INFO

CONTACT

SOCIAL

Via Berrnabei 12
60121, Ancona
ITALY

www.estplatform.com
info @estplatform.com
Ruben +39 3337341786
Stefano +393404072131
Giorgio +39 3337754253

Linkedin
Instagram

